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ABSTRACT

The following case study aims to determine whether or not the rural town of Millheim,
PA has experienced a revitalization over the past several decades based on the perceptions of
varying social groups in the community and if so to identify what may have been the catalyst for
this process. Additionally, the study analyzes the role of the arts in development by looking into
how the local arts and cultural scene may have contributed to, or encouraged, the recent changes
in Millheim. The first part of the case study is composed of a community profile used to analyze
historical data and trends in secondary demographic data for Millheim, PA. The second part of
the study summarizes the findings from key informant interviews conducted with business
owners and residents from varying social groups. Information acquired through this case study
can be used to help assist other rural communities in the revitalization process, particularly
through implementing social capital and arts based development strategies.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
According to the various social groups in the community, has the town of Millheim, PA
experienced a revitalization over the past several decades? If so, who or what may have been the
catalyst for this process and to what extent did the growth of the arts and cultural scene play a
role in the revitalization?
Over the past several decades, small rural towns in America have struggled to adjust to
the structural changes that have occurred as a result of industrialization, urbanization,
globalization, and technological changes. (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010) With the rise of large
shopping centers, strip malls, and online shopping many of the traditional downtown areas of
small towns have diminished, leaving behind vacant building, run-down infrastructure, and lack
luster social networks. (Luloff & Wilkinson, 1990, p. 49)
Millheim is a small rural town located in central Pennsylvania. Historically known as a
milling town in the late 18th and 19th centuries, Millheim was once home to a bustling variety of
shops and businesses, including department stores, tanneries, a chair factory, theatre and of
course several mills. However, in the latter part of the 20th century, Millheim found itself in a
state of distress as some of its most long-standing industries slowly disappeared from the
community. (MBHC 1988: 10-12)
Only recently have the majority of the town’s once-empty historic buildings again
become occupied by local businesses attracting people from near and afar. In the past several
years, Millheim has also attracted attention for its local arts and cultural scene, as the town has
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recently become home to a public mural, gallery, ballroom, recording studio, and several new
music venues. (Waters, 2015)

Purpose
While it seems that members involved in these newer businesses agree that the town has
been revitalized, it is uncertain whether or not long-standing residents and businesses feel the
same way as development initiatives can oftentimes benefits certain sectors of the community
more than others. For this reason, the study aims to understand how different social groups
define the term "revitalization" (does it refer to economic growth, increased community
development, a change in attitude, etc.?), if they believe that a revitalization has occurred in
Millheim, and if they perceive these change as positive or negative for the community. In
addition to this, the study hopes to pinpoint who or what may have been the catalyst for this
process and to understand how the arts have contributed to these recent changes.
Arts-based development is the idea that artist communities can be used as a way to
revitalize cultural assets, stimulate and diversify the local economy and improve the quality of
life for residents while attracting outside visitors, creating new jobs, and gaining new residents.
(Balfour & Alter, 2015) Although rural areas have often been overlooked when analyzing the
effects of the arts on the community, studies have shown that arts initiatives neither need to be
large nor initiated by elites to succeed in benefiting the community (Balfour, 2015). This may be
because the arts create a highly desirable quality of life that additionally draws businesses and
high skill workers to further stimulate the economy. (Bayard, 2005)
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As an area that has received recent recognition for its up-and-coming arts and cultural
scene, the study aims to understand the history behind the arts in Millheim, PA, to what extent
the arts scene has expanded in recent years, and how it has affected the so called "revitalization"
process according to different the various social groups.

Research Rationale
As a small town, with under 1,000 residents, few have taken the opportunity to analyze
recent trends in economic and demographic data and to document the history of these changes in
Millheim. While it may seem, based on firsthand observations and informal discussions with
talking to community residents that a “revitalization” has occurred, there is a lack of published
secondary data to confirm these findings. For this reason, this study aims to analyze recent
demographic and economic trends over the past several decades and to conduct key informant
interviews with a diverse array of community members. In doing so, we can gain a better
understanding of whether or not a revitalization has taken place in Millheim, and if so to pinpoint
the catalyst and the effects that these changes have had onto the community.
Researching these changes will benefit the town by providing them with a compilation of
residents’ current perceptions, graphs and charts of recent trends, and a documented history. In
addition to this, the finalized report may be used to help the field of community and economic
development to assist in better understanding development trends. Other rural communities may
also benefit from this information by learning from Millheim, and implementing similar
practices in order to successfully and sustainably develop.
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Roadmap

The following section will provide the necessary theoretical framework to understand the
challenges facing the traditional downtown areas of rural towns and the value of revitalizing
these run-down spaces. Additionally, this section will discuss how arts-based development and
improving social capital may be a way to combat these challenges. The next section will discuss
the methods used for the research, and why a case study composed of secondary demographic
data and key informant interviews was the most appropriate method. After a community profile
will be used to provide background on the town of Millheim and to analyze recent demographic
trends. The findings section will summarize the qualitative data obtain from the key informant
interviews, including their perceptions on the community, revitalization, and role of the arts.
Lastly, the discussion section will further examine the findings and draw on the most important
data collected. In this section, along with the conclusion section, we will discuss how data gained
from the Millheim case study may be used to benefit other rural communities in their future
development efforts.
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Chapter 2
Theoretical Framework
As previously mentioned, small rural towns in America have struggled to adjust to the
structural changes that have occurred as a result of industrialization, urbanization, globalization,
and technological changes. (Markusen & Gadwa, 2010). The small local businesses that once
thrived in the rural downtown center, have faced increased competition from "big box" stores,
causing them to move to larger locations or shut down. As a result, rural small towns have
suffered, leaving residents with vacant buildings, run-down infrastructure, and lack luster social
networks. (Luloff & Wilkinson, 1990, p. 49) Although "big box" stores may have made it more
convenient for residents to consume goods and services, most individuals still long for a thriving
downtown area that can provide them with a sense of place, an array of social activities, and an
increased quality of life. (Center for Community & Economic Development, University of
Wisconsin Extension) Rural towns are also at a disadvantage due to geographical isolation from
metropolitan areas, weak links to international markets, the flight of human capital resources to
metropolitan areas, and infrastructural deficiencies. (Bayard, 2005)
Restoring downtown areas in rural communities can have a great impact on the local
economy, community engagement, and overall quality of life for residents. As Luloff and
Wilkinson state (1990) “A general sense of well-being emerges when local people act on the real
bond of common interest that exists among them by virtue of the shared investment they have in
a common place of residence and in their common social life.” (Luloff & Wilkinson, 1990)
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According to the interactional approach, the basis of community is social interaction. Our
interactions underlie and give substance to our relationships with ecology, culture, organization,
and social psychology. (Wilkinson, 1991, p. 1-2) As Wilkinson states, “Social interaction
delineates a territory as the community locale; it provides the associations that comprise the local
society; it gives structure and direction to processes of collective action; and it is the source of
community identity.” (Wilkinson, 1991, p. 14) Through interaction, individuals communicate
messages back and forth. Through these interactions, they can also gain knowledge on the views
and intentions of others, and create social capital.
Social capital measures the strength of our social ties, care, and concern for one another
and can be a powerful mobilizer within community conflict. Social capital can refer to the
connection between people on a horizontal plane, for example the relationship between
neighbors and residents, and also between those on a vertical plane, connecting locals to exterior
groups, organizations, and communities. (Gunter & Kroll-Smith, 2006) A community with a
high level of social capital is more likely to come together and solve local problems successfully.
In addition to this, they are more likely to have a collective sense of local identity and solidarity.
(Wilkinson, 1986b:3; Kaufman, 1959).
Expanding off of the interactional approach is Wilkinson’s community field theory. In
this approach, the community is divided into three elements. The first is locality, which describes
the location where people live and meet their daily needs. The second is local society, which
describes the networks for meeting common needs and expressing common interests. Lastly,
there is the “community field” the process by which local action and identities emerges in order
to express and coordinate mutual interests. (Flint, Luloff, Theodori, 2010; Kaufman, 1959;
Wilkinson, 1991, p. 2-3) The community plays an incredibly important role in merging contact
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between the individual and society, which is vital to human health. (Wilkinson, 1991, p.3) Both
communities, and concepts of community, have changed and evolved over time as a result of
technology and globalization. Nonetheless a more traditional perspective of community as the
physical place where you live and the interactions that take place there, still hold a very
prominent influence in the lives and wellbeing of individuals. (Wilkinson, 1991, p. 6) Despite
this, it is necessary to recognize that communities are not bubbles and that they too have linkages
that connect them to outside communities and organizations. (Flint et. al, 2010, Cox, 1997;
Warren, 1978)
Arts-based development has been suggested as one way to improve the status of rural
communities who have been negatively impacted by recent structural changes. The concept
stems from the idea that artists can be used as a way to revitalize assets, stimulate the economy
and improve the quality of life for residents. Additionally, arts-based development attracts
outside visitors, creates jobs in a variety of economic sectors, and draws in additional creative,
entrepreneurial residents. (Balfour & Alter, 2015)
Typically driven by a small subsector of the community, arts initiatives can be used to
build stronger communities by increasing the amount of civic engagement and interaction in the
community. (Balfour & Alter 2015) This can be attributed to the fact that public venues for the
arts oftentimes become informal collaborative and creative spaces that encourage engagement
between members of the community (Balfour, 2015)
Arts-based development can be conducted through raising the visibility of local artists
within the community, whether it is through festivals, exhibitions, or providing physical facilities
to serve as arts venues. (Balfour, 2015) Annual arts festivals and cultural celebrations, more
specifically, can be used to maintain social ties, serving as an informal type of ritualistic activity
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to create a shared identity, maintain social bonds, and create cultural capital, (Balfour, 2015)
increasing the capacity for collective action and collaborative problem-solving skills.
Additionally, these activities can be used to increase the capacity for collective action and
collaborative problem-solving skills while simultaneously reducing social isolation and building
relational ties across ethnic and social class divisions (Balfour, 2015)
Refurbishing older buildings and investing in murals and other public art displays, are
also an arts-based development approach that can be used to increase a community’s sense of
identity and pride, while also attracting outsiders. (Balfour, 2015; Bayard, 2005)
Although some may argue that rural areas lack the capacity and appreciation for an active
arts and cultural scene, in comparison to urban areas, many artists find the rural landscape
attractive. Scenic surroundings, better environmental conditions, increased solitude, and
affordable housing are all appealing attributes to many artists. (Balfour, 2015)
One example of arts-based development can be seen in the rural town of Creede,
Colorado. Once a mining town in the San Juan Mountains, the town experienced decline in the
1960's as the mining industry began to collapse. In order to combat the economic struggle, a
summer theatre program revitalized the community's economy, by attracting more than 16,000
attendees to the area each year. As a result, the Creede Repertory Theatre has become the town's
main economic driver, as it is the town's largest summer employer. It has also led to a boom in
the retail, tourist and real estate sectors, as more people are visiting the area and buying second
homes there. Overall, the Creede Repertory Theatre has had $2.1 million impact on the
community. (Bayard, 2005)
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Very similar to arts-based development is the creative place making approach, which
uses arts and cultural activities to improve the physical and social characteristics of an area
through renovating public and private spaces to attract residents, businesses, and visitors to the
community. Creative places improve the status of the local economy by attracting “entrepreneurs
and cultural industries that generate jobs and income, spin off new products and services, and
attract retain unrelated businesses and skilled workers.” Creative place making recirculates more
income locally at a higher rate as residents don’t have to travel elsewhere for entertainment and
culture. It reuses vacant and underutilized land, building, and infrastructure. It creates jobs for
other sectors, expands entrepreneurial ranks of artists and designers, trains the next generation of
skilled workers, and attracts and retains non-arts related businesses and skills. (Markusen, 2010)
With the emergence of a gallery, public mural, and various venues spaces in the past
several years, it appears that the arts have played an important role in what several folks have
described as the recent revitalization. For this reason, it's possible that Millheim could be used as
an example of a town that has used an arts-based development approach to community and
economic development.
The next section will discuss the methods chosen in order to better understand the recent
changes that have occurred in Millheim. These approaches will be used to answer the following
research questions 1) According to the various social groups in the community and demographic
data, has the town of Millheim, PA experienced a revitalization over the past several decades?
and 2) If so, who or what may have been the catalyst for this process and to what extent did the
growth of the arts and cultural scene play a role in the revitalization?
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Chapter 3
Methods
I chose to conduct research on Millheim, because of my personal experience with the
town. As a child growing up just fifteen minutes outside of Millheim, I have witnessed the recent
changes that have occurred in the town since the mid-1990s. In comparison to other rural towns
in the area, which have continued to decline in recent decades, it appears that Millheim has done
the opposite. Instead of losing businesses, the town has had a resurgence of economic activity
that has attracted people from in and outside of the area. As someone who is passionate about the
field of community and economic development, and who has observed Millheim's changes
firsthand, I found myself interested in understanding how these changes occurred according to
the personal experiences and perceptions of local community members and whether these claims
of "revitalization" could be supported by any economic or demographic trends.
For these reasons, my methods involved creating a case study of Millheim, PA composed
of a community profile and key informant interviews. The community profile was used to
provide background information on the area and to analyze recent trends. Key informant
interviews, on the other hand, were used to gain a more in-depth perspective on the changes that
occurred in Millheim, PA over the past several decades.
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Case Study
A case study is a flexible research design, which allows the researcher to analyze the
topic from a holistic perspective. (Schell, 1992) A common approach in social science research,
a case study is an "an empirical inquiry about a contemporary phenomenon (e.g., a "case"), set
within its real-world context--- especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and
context are not clearly evident" (Yin, 2009, pg. 18). Through an up-close observation and
investigation, a case study aims to produce value and insight on a certain topic, phenomenon, or
event in hopes that it can be used to learn about real-world behavior and meaning. Case studies
can be an appropriate research method when research questions are either descriptive or
explanatory in nature (What is happening? How did it happen? Why did it happen?) (Yin, 2012)
Case studies tend to contain multiple sources of evidence, often based on both
quantitative and qualitative data. Common data collection methods for case studies may include
using direct observations, key informant interviews, archival records, documents, etc. (Yin,
2012)
For the research, a case study method was chosen in order to gain an up-close, in-depth
understanding of how the community has perceived the changes that have occurred in Millheim.
This was also important because the research questions were explanatory and descriptive in
nature.
While case studies can be beneficial in understanding a topic from an in-depth holistic
perspective, the case study method has its limitations. As a result of its "exploratory" nature, it's
hard to draw definite and direct cause-effect conclusions from this approach. In addition to this,
the case study method has been criticized due to the fact that it can be hard to generalize from
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one case and that there may be more room for personal biases since one research is often
responsible for gathering and analyzing the data. (Yin, 2012)

Community Profile
Prior to conducting key informant interviews, secondary data was collected and
organized to create a community profile of Millheim, PA. A community profile can be used to
understand the people of a geographical area or specific community of interest. They may
provide information on community makeup, diversity, history, social and economic factors, on
social services that are provided in the area, and more. Data used to create this profile was
gathered through the US Census and other local and state-related government-administered
surveys. In this case, data used for the community profile includes information on basic
demographics, the economy, growth trends, the labor force, and housing characteristics of the
area. (Center for Urban Transportation Research) By analyzing the changes between historical
data and current data, a community profile was also used to help illustrate the demographic and
economic trends that have occurred over time in Millheim, PA.
Although community profiles are helpful in providing the researcher with basic
information on the community context, it can lacks in-depth analysis when used on its own.
However when paired with other forms of comprehensive data analysis, like key informant
interviews, a community profile can actually complements the findings by adding further
support. (World Bank)
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Key Informant Interviews
While data from the community profile can provide us with quantitative data on the
community, key informant interviews can be used to understand why demographic data has
changed or remained the same throughout time. Key informant interviews are qualitative indepth interviews that take place with individuals who have firsthand experience and knowledge
about the community. Key informant interviews are often conducted with various individuals in
the community in order to gain a wide array of perspectives. With their firsthand knowledge and
experience, informants can be helpful in providing insight on a particular topic, addressing local
problems, and coming up with solutions.
For the study, sixteen interviews were conducted, with a total of 20 key informants. Of
the sixteen interviews, four were conducted with married couples; in these cases two informants
were interviewed at the same time. In order to get a diverse array of insights, interviews were
conducted with individuals from different social groups and who fell into one or more of the
following categories:
1) Community members who represent businesses that have been there prior to the
“revitalization” and who have witnessed the changes that have occurred over time.
2) Community members who represent the new businesses who arrived at the time of the
“revitalization” or after
3) Community members who represent local government councils, business associations,
and other organizations.
4) Long-term residents of East Penns Valley (most notably, the Millheim Borough)
5) New residents of East Penns Valley
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As a multifaceted community, it was important to hear how different members of the
community have been affected by the recent changes that have occurred in Millheim. Rather than
interviewing only new or old businesses, the study aimed to hear all sides of the story. Through
comparing different stories and perceptions, the study would reveal whether or not the
community collective agreed about these changes and their effects on the area, or if there was
disparity in community members' perceptions. Furthermore, how these different sectors
responded would be able to provide information on the strength of social capital in Millheim.
The first several key informant interviews were stratified, meaning that these individuals
were selected based on the researcher’s subjective knowledge about their role in the community.
However after the first several interviews were conducted, referral sampling was used to seek the
names of other individuals and/or business that could be contacted for an interview in order to
provide additional or contrasting insights.
All but one key informant interviews was conducted using a face-to-face, semi-structured
format. Only one interview was conducted via email. In general, interviews ranged from a brief
10-minutes to just over an hour. Handwritten notes were used to record all key informant
interviews. For some of the longer key informant interviews, interviews were also audiorecorded.
In summary the interview questions (Appendix) asked key informants about their
experiences and perceptions on the recent changes that have occurred in Millheim, whether or
not they agreed that a “revitalization” had taken place, and if so who or what may have been the
catalyst for this revitalization. Those who agree that there had been a “revitalization” were
further asked to describe when this process began to take place, and to describe what the town
was like prior to the process. Any key informant who felt there was not a revitalization or that
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the revitalization process was not positive, was asked to further discuss why. In addition to this,
the study asked about the role of the arts community, whether or not it had expanded or
contracted in recent years, and whether they thought it played a role in the “revitalization”
process.
After key informant interviews were conducted, data was loosely transcribed and coded
for further analysis. Data gained from the key informant interviews will serve as the preliminary
findings of the research.
Advantages of key informant interviews are that they provide information from
knowledgeable people, provide flexibility to explore new ideas and issues that were not
originally anticipated, and are relatively inexpensive and easy to conduct. On the other hand,
limitations to key informant interviews are that information obtained may be biased if informants
are not carefully selected, they are susceptible to interview biases, and lastly it may be difficult to
prove validity of the findings. (USAID, 2011)
Although there are advantages and disadvantages to the case study approach, by using a
combination of quantitative and qualitative data collection tools (a community profile and key
informant interviews) the findings from the study will provide a more holistic account of the
changes that have occurred in Millheim.
Chapter 4 and 5 will summarize the data gathered via secondary data sources,
government administered surveys, and key informant interviews. Chapter 4 will provide
additional background context on the town of Millheim and the historical changes that have
occurred there and in the surrounding areas. Data from this section will be broken up into several
sub-sections including geography; history; population; education and employment; and income
and housing. Chapter 5 will be a more direct reflection on how various business owners and
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residents perceive the East Penns Valley community and the recent changes that have occurred in
the area. More specifically Chapter 5 will address the topic of "revitalization" and the role that
the arts have played in the community.
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Chapter 4
Community Profile

Geography
Millheim, PA is a borough located in Centre County, Pennsylvania. It is located in the
Penns Valley Region, located in the southeastern part of the County. The Penns Valley Region is
composed of Potter Township, the Centre Hall Borough, Gregg Township, Penn Township,
Haine Township,
Miles Township,
and the Millheim
Borough. (Centre
County Historical
Society) For the
purpose of this
study, the area has
been further divided
into East Penns
Valley and West

Figure 1. Map of Penns Valley Townships and Boroughs.

Penns Valley. Generally speaking, East Penns Valley is composed of Penn Township, the
Millheim Borough, Miles Township, and Haines Township. West Penns Valley, on the other
hand, is composed of Potter Township, the Centre Hall Borough, and Gregg Township.
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Penns Valley is located in the eroded anticlinal valley of the Pennsylvania ridge and
valley geologic region of the Appalachian Mountain range. It borders Nittany Mountain to the
north and east, the Seven Mountains range to the south and Nittany Valley to the West. Penns
Valley is also apart of the Chesapeake watershed. The main waterway in the area is Penns Creek,
which links downstream to Sinking Creek and Elk Creek. Penns Valley is also home to two state
parks, Poe Valley State Park and Poe Paddy State Park, which feature access to hiking trails,
fishing, camping, and other activities. (PA Department of Conservation and Natural Resources)

History
Discovered in 1764 by General James Potter, the area's rich land and natural resources were set
aside for farmland. During this time, the surrounding county boomed with the discovery of iron
ore. While the iron industry waned in the century or two to follow, the area remained very
closely connect to its agricultural heritage. (Centre County Historical Society)
The town of Millheim was settled in the 1770's when Jacob Hubler built a gristmill and
sawmill along the banks of Elk Creek. The town gained further attention for being located at the
junction of four main roads. "By the 1870's Millheim had become the industrial, commercial and
residential center of Penns Valley with thirteen mercantile establishments and twelve major
industries including new mills, two foundry and machinery shops, two tanneries, a cement/lime
kiln, and a chair factory. Two hotels were [also] added." (Centre County Historical Society)
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Population
According to the American Community Survey 5-year
estimates, the Millheim borough has a population of 952. This
number has increased from 904 people in 2010 and from 749
people in the 2000 census. Therefore, in the past sixteen years
there has been a 26.5% increase in population. Furthermore,
Millheim is more populated now than it was anytime
beforehand. In 1890 the population was 700; it was 612 in in
1900, 626 in 1910, 515 in 1920, 659 in 1930, 682 in 1940, 750
in 1950, 780 in 1960, 871 in 1970, 800 in 1980, and 847 in
1990. (US Census Bureau)

Table 1. Population Change
(1890 to 2016)

Population of Millheim
Borough (1890 to 2016)

Year
1890
1900
1910
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010
2016

Population
700
612
626
515
659
682
750
780
871
800
847
749
904
955

Data collected in the 2010 US census recorded that 227 residents are under the age of 18, 516

Population in the Millheim Borough
(1890 to 2016)

residents are
between the ages of
1000

Population

800
600
400
200
Figure 2.
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(1890 to 2016)
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18 and 64 years-old, and 161 are age 65
and older. In 2000, 183 residents were
under the age of 18, 447 were between the
ages of 18 and 64, and 119 were over the

Population by Age Group
in the Millheim Borough
(1990)
Under 18 years

18 to 64 years

65+ years

age of 65. (US Census, 2000 & 2010) In
1990 census, the total population was 849.
184 residents were under the age of 18,

18% 22%
60%

512 were between the age of 18 and 64,
Figure 3. Population by Age Group (1990)

151 residents were above the age of 65. In terms of the composition of the population, from 1990
to 2010, the percentage of the population has increased by 3%. The population between the age
of 18 and 64 has decreased by 3% and the percentage of the population above the age of 65 has
increased by has remained the same (although it decrease 2% in 2000).
In 2000 the median age was 38.1, in 2010 this rose to 39.9, and in 2014 this decreased to
36.4 (US Census Bureau). According the 2010 US Census, 48.1% of the population was male
while 51.9% of the population was female. However, the 2014 American Community Survey
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estimates that the male population makes up 52.8% of the population being male, while the
female population is 47.2%.

Similar to Millheim, both Centre County and the Penns Valley region have experienced
population growth, which is expected to continue. Between the 2000 and 2010 census, the Penns
Figure 6. Median Age of the Population (2000 to 2016)
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Valley region has increased in population by 12.6%, and the population of Centre County has
increased by a total of 13.4% (in comparison to 20.6% for the Millheim Borough). Neighboring
townships outside of the Millheim Borough have also experienced population growth. Miles
Township has grown the most rapidly with a 26.1% increase in population. Haines Township has
also increased by 4.5% and Penn Township has increased by 13.1%. (Centre County Planning
and Community Development Office, 2014)
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98.23% of the population identifies themselves as Caucasian. In 2000, this percentage was
99.2%, suggesting a 1% increase in racial diversity. (US Census, 2000 & 2010)

Education and Employment
91.5% of the adult population has graduated from high school. Of this percentage,
38.48% has continued on to received a college degree, and 8.32% has received a graduate
degree. (PA Department of Economic and Community Development, 2016)
There are 519 people in the labor force and the job growth rate has increased 5.74% since
2014. 51% of Millheim residents are employed in “blue collar” jobs while 48% in “white collar”
jobs. (PA Department of Economic and Community Development, 2016) In the borough, the
unemployment rate is low at only 3.5%. However in surrounding townships this percentage is
higher. Miles Township has an unemployment rate of 9.3%, Haines Township 10.5%, and Penn
Township 6.3%. (Centre County Planning and Community Development Office, 2014). On
average, residents in the Penns Valley region commute 28.3 minutes to work. The average
Figure 7. Regional Population Growth (2000 to 2010)
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still somewhat of a "bedroom community". (Centre County Planning and Community
Development Office, 2014)
In total there are 58 businesses in Millheim. In 2015 the leading industries were
construction; retail; professional, scientific and professional services; accommodation and
foodservices; and other services (including repair, personal care, laundry, religious, etc.) 221
people were employed in Millheim, and increase from 181 in 2011. (PA Department of
Economic and Community Development, 2016)

Income and Housing
In 2015, median household income was at $52,702. This is 5% higher than the average
for the county, 1% less than the state, and 4% less than the nation. Household expenditures
average around $48,569 per year. Household earnings are spent on shelter, transportation, food
and beverages, healthcare and utilities, respectively. (PA Department of Economic and
Community Development, 2016) 4.6% of the total population was estimated to be under the
poverty below the poverty line. (American Community Survey, 2014)
There are 432 housing units located in the Millheim Borough. 79.2% of these homes are
occupied while 20.8% are vacant. 82.2% of these homes are owner-occupied, while 17.8% are
owner occupied. As a historic district, the Millheim Borough is also home to many historic
houses. Nearly half of all housing units (207) were constructed prior to 1939. Housing values,
average around $141,000.
While the community profile has provided a background context on Millheim and East
Penns Valley via secondary data sources, the following "findings" section composed of data
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collected via key informant interviews will provide a more holistic analysis of the changes that
have occurred in Millheim over the past several decades.
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Chapter 5
Findings
This section summarizes data collected via key informant interviews. The chapter is
broken down into headings and sub-headings according to specific topics addressed in the
interviews. The chapter starts off with a summary of the number of and different types of key
informants that participated in the study. After this, the remaining portion of the chapter will
discuss key informant perceptions on things such as the community make up, social relations,
historical changes, the revitalization process, catalysts for change, the role of the arts, and
prospects going forward.

Key Informants
A total of sixteen interviews were conducted, including a total of twenty key informants. .
Of the sixteen interviews, four were conducted with married couples; in these cases two
informants were interviewed at the same time. Of these twenty key informants, sixteen of them
were originally from an area outside of East Penns Valley. Of these sixteen, most had previously
lived in other areas of Pennsylvania or the Northeast part of the United States. A small
percentage was either from distant states or foreign countries.
Fifteen key informants were business owners. In total, they represented eleven
businesses. Six of these eleven businesses were located in the downtown Millheim Borough,
two were vendors who occasionally sold products in Millheim, and the other three businesses
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were located just outside of the Millheim Borough. Six of these businesses have been established
for over ten years. These businesses will be referred to as “long-standing” businesses. Five
businesses have been there for ten years or less, these businesses will be referred to as the “newer
businesses”.
Thirteen of these business owners live in East Penns Valley, which for our purposes will
be defined as the Millheim Borough and the three townships surrounding it, Haines Township,
Penn Township, and Miles Township. Only two business owners lived outside of East Penns
Valley. One key informant represented the local government, while the remaining four key
informants (who neither represented business owners or local government) were residents of East
Penns Valley; three of these residents lived in the Millheim Borough, while one lived just outside
of the borough, in Aaronsburg.
Four key informants were born and raised in East Penns Valley, a large percentage have
spent a good proportion of their lives here, and few had just moved to the area recently. Of these
sixteen key informants who were not originally from the area, the average informant had moved
to East Penns Valley twenty-two years ago. Although key informants' ages ranged from mid-20s
to early-70s, on average key informants were somewhere around in their mid-50s.

Characteristics of "The Valley"
When asked why they moved to Millheim or East Penns Valley, over half of the key
informants reflected on their appreciation for the natural beauty of the area. Many also
commented on the rural small town feel of the place, and it’s “old-time” or “traditional” quality.
“It had a wholesome, 1950’s feel to it” one informant stated. One-third had moved to the area
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after attending college at Penn State or Bucknell, or after having accepted a job (or a family
member accepted a job) at Penn State. One-quarter described the “unique” community of
Millheim as an important aspect that drew them to the town. More specifically, they referenced
the appearance of a “hippie” scene. 20% of key informants were drawn to the area because of the
historical property they purchased. Additionally, the housing market in Millheim was, and still
is, less expensive than what it was in the more metropolitan State College. Several key
informants moved to the area to live with their significant other. Lastly, many reflected on the
fact that they saw an incredible amount of potential within the town.

The Community
When asked to describe the different social groups in the community, answers ranged
from “not too different” to “multifaceted” to “there’s a lot of diversity.” For the most part about
three-quarters seemed to agree that the community was multifaceted, with several prominent
social groups living in the area. These social groups are 1) The long-term “locals; 2) The hippies
or “back to the landers”; 3) The Amish; 4) The transplants. Some informants chose to split the
transplants into two groups, one composed of people who have lived here for 20+ years, and the
other composed of people who have moved to the area more recently.

I. The Long Term Locals
The long term “locals” (also referred to as the “valley folks” or “roots deep” group) is
made up of the residents who have lived in the area for multiple generations. These families tend
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to be of German descent, and typically had a farming background. One informant mentioned that
in order to be part of this group, “[your family] had to have been here for at least 3 generations.”
However, most informants didn’t quantify precisely the number of generations needed to fit into
this group. Another informant, had the idea that although she and her husband had moved here in
the past twenty years or so, that her children had been “of the valley” as they all grew up in the
area for the majority of their childhood and graduated from the local Penns Valley Area School
District. According to informants, this group tends to have a lot of pride in the area; they are very
strongly connected to the area and cherish their heritage as valley residents. Nonetheless, while
they have been defined as more conservative and rooted, it was also noted that they have been
very open to newcomers like the “back to the landers” and the Amish.
One key informant also mentioned how even amongst the local valley folks there are
different “sects” which may be determined based on what church that you attend, whether or not
you went to Penns Valley school district or another school in county, who you played football
with, etc.

II. The "Back To The Landers"
The “back to the landers” or hippies came to the area in the 1960’s and 70’s. According
to one key informant, this began when a handful of professors from the local universities came to
the area and bought several East Penns Valley farms. At the time, land was fairly inexpensive.
To help with the farm’s upkeep, they hired additional help from outside of the area. Many
hippies were drawn to the area and as a result they began to live in these commune-like
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farmhouses. “These people have brought a 'back to the land' mentality along with creative,
craftiness about them,” mentioned one key informant. While several of these folks left the area
after several years, a good handful of them stayed and settled down in the area. Many of them
raised their families here and are still in the area today. In general, many felt that the back-to-thelanders brought a sense of newness and innovation to the area.

III. The Amish
The Amish also moved to Penns Valley in the late 60’s and 70’s. Although to outsiders it
may seem that this very traditional group are more or less isolated from the rest of the
community, “[The Amish community] is fully integrated into our society” as one woman said.
Many Amish have their own businesses in the area. They sell produce to local businesses and
sell their goods at roadside stands. It was also mentioned that they tend to frequent the local East
Penns Valley library from time to time, where they check out books and occasionally use the
computers. Although the Amish community has lived in the area for several decades, their
community has expanded greatly over the years. According to several informants, most of the
new Amish moving to the area are coming from Lancaster County.

IV. The Transplants
The “transplants” group usually refers to those who have moved here from
outside of the area. Many people from this group have been brought to the area after college or
for jobs at Penn State University or Bucknell, the two local universities. The majority of them are
originally from Pennsylvania or the Northeast Region of the United States, although some are
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from more distant states and foreign countries. Although the "back to the landers" and the Amish
community are considered to be their own social groups, they can also be considered as
subgroups of the larger transplant group.
As previously mentioned, several key informants chose to split the transplants into two
groups. The first group is composed of those who have lived here for 20+ years. Many of these
transplants were craftsmen, like blacksmiths and woodworkers who ended up finding a way to
make a living here. The second group is composed of people have moved to the area more
recently, typically younger folks with good jobs. This group also includes a lot of the creative
“artist-types” that have moved to the area in recent years. “A lot of younger people are coming in
because it’s a lower cost and lower risk for business” said one informant. She continued,
“There’s an attitude of sharing [among this group]… let’s share space, let’s share ideas, let’s do
this together.” About half of the informants also mentioned how what used to be an older
community, has recently become younger. There are more young couples settling down in the
area, buying houses and having families.

Community Relations
Although the community of East Penns Valley is multifaceted, relationships between the
different social groups are good. New and old business owners, along with East Penns Valley
residents all described these community relationships with positive words like “friendly,”
“neighborly,” “close-knit,” “communal,” “respectful” and “tolerable.” They also mentioned that
there was not a lot of crime in the area, besides the occasional young kids getting into trouble
and stealing things. Several informants also mentioned that it was a good place to raise your kids
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and commented on the quality of
Figure 8. Main Street Millheim, 2016.

education at the Penns Valley
Area School District. A longstanding business owner also
shared his appreciation of the fact
that the community is very
“locally-minded” which has been
good for business.
“The relationship between
social groups are outstanding, not
perfect, but outstanding,” said
one of the new business owners.
While relations are generally
good, community conflict does
arise from time to time. The most
common sources of community
conflict have been over development plans like the “RAM center”, a school sponsored
community center, or environmental issues like the limestone quarry.
Overall however, there seems to be a lot of tolerance between the groups. “Everyone
lives with each other, and puts up with each other. We put up with loud coal roller trucks on a
Friday night and they put up with our anti-war protesters that stand outside every Wednesday
evening,” said one of the newer business owners.
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Historical Changes
In terms of the historical changes, there was a general consensus that Millheim had been
a booming town during the first half of the 20th century. The town was home to several
department stores, a theatre, a horse and tack store, a men’s suit shop, a famous rifle maker, and
more. Millheim was a big crossroads because it was located just miles from the railroad in
Coburn. At a central location, the town became a meeting place. One key informant described
her memory of the town as a child, reflecting on how the town was more self-sufficient, “there
was just about everything you could need.” It wasn’t until around the 1970's that the town was
slowly starting to decline. By the 1980’s and 90’s big box stores started to compete with the
town’s small businesses. Instead of buying from town, many people started to going to State
College for their goods and as a result, businesses were leaving, closing, or moving locations.
For instance, businesses like Hosterman & Stover Co. Hardware Store and Burkholder’s Market,
which are still standing today, moved a few miles outside of town due to the need for more
space, parking, and room for large delivery trucks. While several family businesses still managed
to stay in town during this time, there was a sense that it was probably a bit harder during these
years.
Informants agreed that town’s population during this time was also a lot older. One
informant mentioned how many of the people who owned businesses in the mid-twentieth
century had been young folks around the time of World War II. By the 1970’s and 80’s they
were getting older, and instead of taking over the family business, a lot of their children were
moving away from the area to pursue other academic and professional opportunities.
As more businesses shut down or moved away from town, Millheim became even more
of a “bedroom community” as most residents were employed somewhere outside of the area,
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most notably State College or Bellefonte. Additionally, residents went to these areas to run
errands, shop, and enjoy entertainment. There was even discussion of establishing section 8
housing in Millheim. “If that had happened, Millheim would have just perpetuated into even
more of a bedroom community.”
“The town started looking pretty ratty,” one stated; “[It] was a lot rougher,” said another.
There was more loitering in and around the empty storefronts. As one informant recalled, “kids
used to hang out and skate in some of the old buildings.” One couple, who moved here in the
mid 90’s was told upon moving to Millheim, “You just bought a house in the slums of Penns
Valley” they commented, “at that time, that was the attitude of people in the valley.” During this
time, Millheim was also home to Heartbreakers, a strip joint and another local dive bar that since
has been shut down. One key informant mentioned, “It added some weird character [to the
town]. There were times when I’d walk down the street on a Sunday morning and just see piles
of vomit on the sidewalk.”

The Revitalization

Community Perception
While there are still many people who work and spend time outside of Millheim, key
informants suggest that more people are working and spending time in the town; today there are
more employment opportunities within the town and less of a need to drive to commercial areas
for entertainment, shopping, and other goods.
Nearly all of key informants agreed that a revitalization had occurred in Millheim. Most
suggested that this change occurred in the early to mid 2000s. Only one key informant was
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hesitant to agree, stating that while he has witnessed an influx in the population and more people
visiting the area, he doesn’t feel there has been economic improvement and that things haven’t
changed all that much.
Key informants were also asked to estimate the percentage of the community that agrees
there has been a revitalization and that it has been positive. Overall, most people agreed that
almost everyone or at least a very high percentage of the community would agree that a
revitalization has taken place. However, informants were less sure about the exact percentages of
the community that perceived these changes as positive and negative.
In general, most long-standing businesses, newer businesses and residents felt that there
would be some small percentage of the community that disagreed with how things have changed.
“Yes, I bet there are people who would say that it’s not as good as it used to be. Most of the
newer businesses appeal to and benefit certain segments of the community and not others. But
they’d have to be really negative to not believe that it’s benefitted the community,” said one
resident who has lived in Millheim for a little more than ten years. Most sensed that, if anyone,
the people who are probably more hesitant to accept these changes would be the older, more
“embedded” residents whose families have lived here for generations. Generally speaking
however, these issues haven’t arisen as a problem.
“There are probably people that think it should be progressing differently. But a lot of
people understand that what was doesn’t work anymore. Some people don’t like it because they
don’t like the flavor of what’s here now. But if that’s the case they just don’t patronize it. They
didn’t patronize the empty storefronts so they can just as easily do the same now,” claimed a
newer business owner. Another resident added to this, “ while many community members don’t
patronize these businesses, I think that the reason is less disapproval, and more likely to be
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financial, as these businesses charge more than what many are used to paying.” One business
owner respectfully made reference to the fact that the people who are traditionally from this area
are almost by nature conservative, not necessarily in a political sense as he put it, but in a way
that you conserve what you have; you don’t go out to eat, because that’s wasteful. Instead, you
freeze meats and can vegetables.
Only one key informant felt as if these development initiatives were negative. He claimed
that pollution was now worse off, as cattle-manure runoff was contaminating nearby water
sources. However, he contributed this more to the increasing number of Amish dairy farms in the
area, rather than to the increase in the number of downtown businesses.

Defining "Revitalization"
When asked to define what the word “revitalization” meant to them, the most common
responses referred to more business activity, a healthier local economy, the renovation of historic
properties, and an increase in the number of people that were coming into town. Additionally,
several informants included in their responses, the improvement in the quality of life and more
opportunities for young residents to stay in the area after graduation. It also appears that place is
more trendy. One female informant stated, “it has become a much more hip place over the
years.” In addition to this, one informant also mentioned that there had been a revitalization in
attitude, as people have even more pride in the area that they live in. “In many ways, I think that
Millheim has stayed more true to the valley unlike other areas, like Centre Hall, which has
become more of a suburb of State College.”
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While most informants were familiar with the term, “revitalization” being used in
reference to Millheim, several informants were not. However upon explaining the term to them,
(based on other key informant’s definitions of more business activity, a healthier local economy,
etc.) they agreed that a revitalization had indeed taken place. “There are no longer empty falling
down storefronts,” one said, “The streets were empty before... today, it’s hard to find parking,”
claimed another.
One informant in particular would agree that there has been a revitalization, but not a
“renaissance” as others have called it. According to Oxford English Dictionary, to revitalize is
“to restore to vitality; to put new life or vigor into” while renaissance is a “revival of, or renewal
of interest in, something; (also) the process by which this occurs.” Although the terms are very
similar, unlike revitalize which has one definition, renaissance also refers to a period of
incredible artistic and cultural progress, specifically to the Italian Renaissance of the 14th to 16th
centuries. (OED) For this, the term renaissance seems to carry more weight, while
“revitalization” is a bit more modest. The informant clarified, “to call it a renaissance just seems
a bit premature… this town used to rock hard, and we’re still a long way from surpassing that.”
Around half of the informants also made reference to the point that this town was once
booming with business and culture and that “revitalization” isn’t necessarily something new to
Millheim. “To be revitalized means that it was once alive... This town has probably experienced
a revitalization several times. These new businesses weren’t creating something out of dust, there
was something here to begin with,” mentioned one informant. Quite similarly, it was also stated
that “Things are the way they are now, because there was a skeleton for successful business.”
The town was a successful business center in the past, it wasn’t a boom and bust coal mining
town, but instead it was and has been blessed with tremendous natural resources like water,
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forest, and fertile ground. Even in the worsts of times, the town still had a very strong
agricultural presences due to its rich natural resources. Although they were a bit run down, at the
start of the revitalization, the town also provided the community with quaint historic buildings,
homes, and storefronts.

The Catalyst
Thirteen of the twenty informants dated the start of the revitalization back 8 to 10 years
ago, from 2006 to 2008. Six of the twenty informants dated the revitalization back to the early
2000s. Only one informant dated it back to the early 1980’s. Two informants credited the Penns
Valley Conservation Association (PVCA) and the East Penns Valley Business Community
Association (EPVBCA) to be precursors of the revitalization process. However, when asked
what the main catalyst was for this revitalization process, 17 key informants referenced Elk
Creek Cafe, two key informants referenced the Equinox Cafe, and one person referenced
Burkholder’s as the catalyst.

The Role of Local Organizations

The Penns Valley Conservation Association got its start in the early 90’s in order to
ensure that a newly developed quarry in Aaronsburg, PA (just miles from Millheim, PA) would
abide by strict environmental regulations in order to protect the water and air quality of the area.
(PVCA) As a region proud of its high-quality trout streams and natural resources, pollution from
the quarry was a threat to the region. For this reason, people joined together in an organized
effort to protect their natural environment and community. “Although they were unable to stop
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the quarry,” as one informant said, “because of the PVCA’s effort, the quarry is the best run in
the state; it’s zero-discharge and they have to control all of their waste.” It is perhaps due to the
successful efforts of the PVCA, that gave others the motivation and confidence in their ability to
be “change-makers” and to make a difference in their community.
In a similar fashion, another local organization, the East Penns Valley Business
Community Association (EPVCA) was formed around the year 2000. It came about as a way to
“save the town” from falling into deeper demise. Business owners came together with hopes of
cleaning up the town, investing in it, and making it a nice place for other to come in, and an
easier place for businesses to stay in business. One key informant believed that this was in one
way or another, the starting point, to bringing more businesses back and merging the old with the
new.

The Role of Local Businesses (Equinox Cafe & Elk Creek Cafe)

Many informants say they have witnessed a resurgence in local businesses. One of the
first new businesses in Millheim was the Equinox Cafe. The Equinox Cafe got its start after
several local investors came together to create a unique local eatery. With live acoustic music on
the weekends, fresh ground coffee, and local food, it was something a bit different than what the
town had seen before. After having been opened for a few years, the Equinox closed for a year.
After expanding and renovating the space, it was then reopened as Elk Creek Cafe, a
microbrewery, in 2008. Similar to the Equinox Cafe, the restaurant had a “farm to table” mission
by using locally sourced products in their dishes. Once again expanding off of the Equinox Cafe,
the brewery featured lived music, but this time, with a larger stage and more room for bands.
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Over the years, the venue has attracted prestigious bands from near and afar. Elk Creek Cafe is
also known for having rotating displays of local artists’ work.
While many locals support the Cafe, it has also markets to people from outside of East
Penns Valley. For instance there are a lot of people from State College who come for the beer,
the food, music, town and the atmosphere. Just a 30-mile drive away, it’s a nice “getaway”
without having to drive to far. As one resident put it, “A lot of people appreciate the message of
Elk Creek. They respect the natural resources… they’ll pay more to support local talent and local
foods, because it’s something that they appreciate and that they can’t get everywhere.”
East Penns Valley has also attracted a lot of people visiting the area for outdoor
Figure 9. Elk Creek Cafe.

recreational activities
like biking, hiking, and
fishing. As one of the
best areas for flyfishing, people from all
over the Northeastern
region of the United
States come to visit the
area. Several miles up
the road, Woodward
Camp, an action sports

camp that has been in the area for 45 years, is also responsible for bringing in a lot of kids and
parents to the Millheim area.
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Millheim has become more of a tourist destination than it was in the past. As one
informant stated, “the revitalization of Millheim is pretty dependent upon outside money.”
“Although there’s a lot of local support, the whole county depends in some way on the beating
heart of State College.” Several business owners mentioned the importance of appealing to this
crowed. “We had to find a way to pull those people out here,” one said. “It’s not like you really
need to come to Millheim to get a burger or see art… so you have to have something real to
offer, and it has to have a lot of appeal.” One way that has been done is through selling the “funloving” community vibes, and by making people feel like they’re apart of something real and
personable.

Bridging Social Capital
Several informants also pointed out that Elk Creek has been successful in merging the
different social groups within the area. As one newer resident pointed out, “The owner is pretty
savvy… He’s really worked hard to construct Elk Creek in such a way that it’s not an upper
crusty bastion of liberal craft beer swilling [folks]... there’s a lot of local long-term folks that go
in there too.” While it brings in a lot of “culturally suave” people from outside areas, it’s not
exclusive to the local community. Perhaps this is because Elk Creek has partnered up with local
producers from all of the different social groups. The farm-to-table restaurant has also partnered
up with local organizations like the Penns Valley Hope Fund and the Fire Company, to raise
funds to support other parts of the community. This too has helped to bridge the different
community groups.
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In many ways Elk Creek has acted as a business incubator. According to one informant,
“There was a lot of happening here, the place was full of potential, and it just needed a catalyst to
push it over the edge.” Many informants noted that after Elk Creek Cafe established itself that
they saw an influx in the number of new businesses coming in. In just the past 5 or so years, the
once-empty storefronts have again become occupied; in addition to a microbrewery, Millheim is
now home to The Green Drake Gallery and Arts Center, Inglebean Coffee Shop, The Wine Shop,
Bremen Town Ballroom & Ecovents, and a locally owned thrift store.

Positive and Negative Effects of the Revitalization
There was a general consensus among key informants that a lot of these new businesses
complement each other, along with the more long-standing businesses. Businesses are
benefitting from the other businesses that are around. People might come out to visit the art
gallery, but chances are after they’ll end up walking around the town, wandering in and out of
shops. They might walk into Good Scents Candle Co., the Meat Market, or P.V. Jewelers before
deciding to get something to eat at one of the local restaurants.
Almost all key informants who owned the more “long-standing” businesses agreed that
the revitalization had been good for their business. One or two said that things hadn’t really
changed and no key informants felt that their businesses were negatively affected by the
revitalization.
When asked about the positives and negative effects of these changes, the positive
seemed to outweigh the negative. Positives included that the town no longer appears to be run
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down and forgotten, it’s more aesthetically pleasing, there’s less loitering, more opportunities for
the young people who grew up here to stay after graduation, and more young families who have
moved into the area and purchased homes (suggesting a long term commitment to the area).
Other positives include that there is more money circulating in the local economy and that talk of
the community from outsiders has draw positive attention to the town. More opportunity for
social interaction and community engagement was also mentioned.

Adjusting to Change
In terms of adjusting to changes, the most frequent complaint regarded infrastructure.
With more people coming into town, there’s an increased need for new roads and more parking.
However, there is no tax on businesses in Millheim, only on real estate. Therefore the Borough
does not financially benefit from the influx of visitors, which has made it more difficult for them
to respond to these issues that have arisen. Overall, business owners agree that if anything, it’s a
good problem to have.
“When communities revitalize, they’re not usually prepared for it. There are
infrastructure issues that arise. The treadmill starts moving faster and the township has to keep
up,” said one informant. “Revitalization sounds great, but some changes are really difficult.
They’re hard to deal with.”
While most people mentioned infrastructure or parking as an issue, several informants
felt like there were no negatives. One informant, although she agreed that the revitalization has
benefitted the town, is dissatisfied with the small-scale tourist destination that it has become.
What drew her to the area originally was the fact that it was a quiet, rundown town with few
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people and few amenities. Therefore those who wanted to move to the rural countryside, to
escape the “hustle bustle” of places like State College, are probably not as thrilled about more
people coming in. Fear of increased pollution, gentrification, and higher prices were also
mentioned as negatives.

The Role of The Arts
When asked how arts and culture has played a role in the development process, almost all
agreed that it has played a large role in these efforts. Without a doubt it has been an important
aspect in attracting people to the area. In addition to attracting visitors, a lot of “creative-types”
have also decided to move to the area. “It seems like every other house is an artist” said one
informant. Several informants also made the distinction that the work of these artists, musicians
and craftsmen aren’t “crafty” but instead of a really high quality.
Woodworking was also mentioned as a really important aspect of this community.
According one resident there are many specialized mills for woodworkers in the area, some of
which are Amish-run. A lot of these creative-types who are moving into the area are renovating
some of the older historic buildings in the community, which has improved the overall aesthetic
of the town.
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Expansion and Increased Exposure of the Arts
Although nearly everyone agreed that the art and music scene has expanded, that's not to
say that these things weren't important to the area beforehand, argued several informants. The
difference now is that
today there are public
venues and gallery spaces
in Millheim, while
beforehand artisans and
craftsman in the
community had to sell
their work elsewhere.
Now there’s more of an
Figure 10. Local Bands Perform at Elk Creek Cafe

opportunity to sell
locally. For instance, the

Green Drake Gallery and Arts Center displays fine art (paintings, photography, sculpture) and
handmade craft art (pottery, etc.); it has approximately 50 artists represented in its gallery space.
Most of these artists are from East Penns Valley, Centre County, to the surrounding counties.
Few artists are from out of state or out of the country, but have connections to the area, or to
someone in the community. The Green Drake is also used as a community space. Sections of the
upstairs space are rented out monthly to artists. It’s also home to Penns Valley Conservation
Association. For just a small annual fee community members can have 24/7 access to the area. In
this shared space, members can have access to the Internet, and space to engage in their own
creative pursuits. Here artists and community members can engage with one another and feed off
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of each other. The Green Drake also hosts art workshops, art and music lessons, and houses
monthly jam sessions, poetry readings, and concerts.
“There’s always been a tendency for the arts and music here, but it took some people
from other areas to unify it and bring it into the public,” mentioned one key informant who
recalled her childhood in Millheim. As a kid, she knew a bluegrass band that lived up the street
and played on local radio stations. Another key informant discussed how the increased exposure
of the arts has been a trade off. He mentioned that in the past, there were always parties on the
weekends, but now, because there’s live entertainment in town every Saturday there’s less of
them.

Benefits of Boosting the Local Arts Scene
"These events benefit the community by bringing people together,” one informant said.
In many ways art
and cultural events
have been used to
bridge the social
fields and increase
community
engagement. For the
past several years
Elk Creek has put
on an Oktoberfest
Figure 11. Community Mural
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celebration to benefit the local Fire Hall. In 2008, a community Mural was also installed in
Millheim. The process of creating a community mural was used as a way to bring people
together to reflect on what Millheim meant to them. Over 100 volunteers from different
demographics and age groups brainstormed ideas for the mural and helped to install it. “It was an
powerful way to heal some of the rifts between ages and social groups, and it did so in a way that
made a positive statement about this area and the changes that have occurred over time here,”
claimed one informant. In the end, the phrase, “Pride in the Past. Love of Place. Hope for the
Future,” was phrase chosen to reflect the community’s collective values.
In the past several years Millheim has also been home to new festivals like Merry
Millheim and the Mayfly Festival which have brought businesses and vendors together to create
a fun atmosphere for the community.
Today along with having more venues for art, music, and cultural events, there is also
more diversity in the arts. You can attend a poetry reading at the Green Drake, see a well-known
bluegrass band at Elk Creek, or attend a storytellers series at Inglebean. An old church was also
refurbished into a local recording studio. As a result, residents don’t have to drive as far for high
quality entertainment.
However, while it appears that the arts have contributed largely to the success of
Millheim, one informant pointed out that it’s hard to tell how directly this has affected the local
economy. Although it has helped attract people to the area, most people aren't necessarily
coming to the area to buy a piece of art, but to look and admire the different works. “This [town]
likes to have fun. The art side is important, but the eating and drinking side is a huge part of it,"
said one key informant.
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Why Millheim?
When asked why they thought that Millheim was able to revitalize while other rural
towns in Pennsylvania have failed to do so, key informants came up with a variety of answers.
One important aspect was that while rural, the community was very educated. With Bucknell and
Penn State each less than 30 miles away, many residents and business owners have either gone to
school or work there. Location was also mentioned as another important aspect. One key
informant noted that State College is located 25 miles West, Lewisburg is located 25 miles East,
Lock haven is located 26 miles North and Lewistown is located 25 miles South. This is
important because as a small town of just 900, outside support is necessary in order for these
local businesses to succeed. The town is also on the “football route” for many Penn State
Football fans. As a result, it’s likely that people driving through might stop for lunch and wander
around for a bit.
As previously mentioned, Millheim also had the “skeleton for success.” Like most
traditional downtown areas, as a once thriving business center, much of the town’s infrastructure
was designed to support local businesses. Along with this, the town is highly walkable and easy
to get around.
Due to its rich, protected natural resources, Millheim is also remains a destination for
fisherman, hikers, bikers, kayakers, and other people who enjoy the outdoors. Others come visit
the town to “gawk at the Amish” or to visit attend arts and cultural events.
Some give credit to the Borough Council for being progressive enough to listen to the
people and be open and willing to work with business owners in order to get around certain
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issues. It was also
easier because there
was a lack of clear
rules and regulations.
One informant
mentioned how at
the beginning of the
revitalization
process, there were
no zoning laws.
Figure 12. An Amish Buggy on Penn Street

Several informants credit the traditional “roots deep” population as an important reason
behind the success of the community. “They are hardworking, resourceful, thrifty folks, who
value their heritage and having their town look good,” an informant stated.
“At the same time, it took some of these newcomers to see the potential and to take the
risk of investing their money into that potential,” commented the same informant. It’s because of
this diversity and openness of the community, that has allowed a revitalization to occur in
Millheim. “It couldn’t have happened anywhere else,” said one key informant. “It had the
potential for the perfect storm,” said another.
Lastly, one important point to mention is that a lot of the people who invested in these
business ventures were not in it for the high profit returns, but most notably because it would
benefit them and their community. As one resident stated, “the idea was not simply to start a
successful business, the idea was to do it in a way that linked in really closely with the
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community, and linked in closely with local identity, local agriculture, and sustainable
agriculture. All [new businesses] operated on these assumptions that their ultimate success is tied
into how well they tap into community and build community, [and that] if we can help to build
community it will be good for business. The fundamental goals are not simply about being
economically viable… but about being part of the community.”

Looking Forward
When asked about how they perceive the community developing in the future, most were
hopeful overall, although there were a few concerns. Several people shared concerns over the
importance of attending to infrastructure issues, most commonly parking. Few informants also
shared concern over the high amount of organic material in the water. One key informant also
mentioned the need for a town manager, as it’s hard for business owners to plan community
events, while also running their own business. Lastly around four business owners shared
concern over keeping the energy up. They feared that the “heyday” of the revitalization had lost
some of its luster. Starting a business, running it, and making it succeed are challenging; you
have to constantly strive to be unique and always be doing something different. As one key
informant pointed out, “to avoid a boom and bust cycle you have to work your ass off, stay
ahead, and keep being progressive… People have to constantly be creative, and what they create
has to be really high quality, and authentic. It’s a challenge.”
Overall most were very hopeful for the future, and felt that there was still a lot of room to
grow. They expected more people to move to the surrounding townships, and hoped that there
would be more opportunities for future generations to stay and settle here. One resident in
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particular believed that the business community would succeed and advance due to its
investment in the community. He stated, “there’s not just one person pushing this thing called
“community development. As a result, businesses are more sustainable, where you have these
multiple nodes of people doing things that reinforce each other. The Elk Creek came in, then
there were other businesses that came in that supported Elk Creek, and that Elk Creek supports.
It was a process of communal change, one that was multi-faceted, multi-dimensional, and multinodal. That’s a hopeful sign for a positive trajectory.”
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Limitations
This chapter will discuss the significance of the findings from the community profile and
key informant interviews in relationship to the original research questions. It will also discuss
limitation of the research along with implications for the future.

Discussion
Like many small towns in rural America, the town of Millheim, PA struggled to adjust to
structural changes as a result of increasing industrialization, globalization, urbanization and
technological changes. While many towns are still struggling to adjust to these changes, there is
community consensus that the town of Millheim has been able to revitalize itself. Key
informants also agree that these recent changes have led to an increase in the number of local
businesses, along with an increase in economic activity and community engagement.
Additionally, it was suggested that Millheim has experienced population growth and that more
young people are moving into the area. This was supported by data from the US Census Bureau
which stated that there was both a rise in the overall population and a decrease in the median age.
While changes from the revitalization have perhaps benefitted certain social groups more than
others, all social groups, from a majority standpoint, perceive these changes to be positive.
According to key informants Millheim was the “perfect storm” for successful
development. The area is home to rich and protected natural resources, there are great streams
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for fishing and other outdoor recreation, and it is an educated community between two prominent
universities. The town also had the “skeleton for success”, as it had historic infrastructure, good
walkability, and the ability to sell alcohol (unlike other dry boroughs in the area).
Although all of these aspects were important factors that have contributed to the town’s
success, one of the most prominent, talked-about precursors to the revitalization was the town’s
"outstanding social capital" as one key informant described. As previously mentioned, social
capital refers to the relationship networks between people who live and work in a certain society,
which enable the society to function effectively. The “close-knit” community of Millheim is
home to various social groups, including the “roots-deep” folks, the “back-to-the-landers”, the
Amish, and the transplants. While there are differences between the social groups, all in all,
groups are very tolerable and friendly towards one another.
While theories on arts based development suggest that social capital and community
engagement is a result of arts-based development, it appears that in the case of Millheim, strong
social capital perhaps led to arts-based development. Although community engagement has
increased furthermore since the revitalization due to an increase in the number of businesses and
public spaces for community interaction, social capital has always been fairly strong in the area.
This is evident when community members came together to create the Penns Valley
Conservation Association to fight back against potential pollution from the limestone quarry in
the mid-1990’s. Through strong community efforts, the quarry is now one of the cleanest, bestregulated quarries in the state of Pennsylvania.
The revitalization process arose similarly, as community members got together and acted
in order to save their declining community. In other words, it was through the process of coming
together, and uniting in their love and pride for the community that brought about successful
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development in the town of Millheim. Additionally as mentioned in the interviews, there was not
one person pushing this concept of “development”, but a variety of people who lived in the area
and who were invested in supporting their local community. Along with many restaurants and
grocers buying from local producers, public venues support local artists and musicians by giving
them a place to play shows or display their art.
Although there are many contributing factors in the revitalization, it appears that the arts
have played a vital role in the development process. The area is now more aesthetically
appealing; many of the historic houses and businesses have been restored and/or renovated; there
are no longer falling down storefronts, but beautiful window displays featuring art by local artists
and artisans; Millheim is also home to a public mural. The increased number of events and
venues in the town has also put Millheim on the map as more of a tourist destination, attracting
people from outside the area to visit. The increase in entertainment, arts, and culture, has also
encouraged other like-minded, “creative-types” to move into the area.
Increasing the number of new public venue spaces, cultural events and festivals, has also
further strengthened community ties. For example, in the past several years, Elk Creek Cafe and
the Millheim Fire Company have collaborated in putting on their annual Oktoberfest to raise
money for volunteer fire fighters. The Elk Creek Cafe is also the host of the annual Harry Smith
Festival which benefits the Penns Valley Hopefund, a non-profit charity that provides support to
residents in the community facing hardship. In recent years, local businesses have also come
together to host annual town-wide festivals like Merry Millheim and the MayFly Festival. These
festivals require collaboration and teamwork among local business owners and residents and
provide a unique opportunity for community members to get together and show their support for
their town.
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However, as one informant mentioned, development isn’t always easy and takes a lot of
time and effort. “When communities revitalize, especially rural communities, they’re not usually
prepared for it. As more businesses come in, the treadmill starts moving faster, and all of the
sudden we have to confront all of these infrastructure issues and it can be hard for the local
government to keep up.”

Limitations

As a small rural town, it was difficult to find data on businesses and the local economy in
Millheim, PA. Although the US Census Bureau has data on the population and certain
demographic features, data on the number of businesses in the area can be hard to come by. A lot
of this data can be found for the county, but not for a particular township or borough. Although
data used in the community profile generally came from the same reputable sources (the US
Census Bureau, American Community Survey, and data from the Centre County Planning and
Community Development Office) occasionally there were slight differences in the reported data,
which could impact how economic and demographic trends are perceived. As one of the key
informants mentioned, while it appears that the local economy in Millheim has improved over
the past five to ten years, the town is also still very much influenced by the effects of the state,
national, and international economy and other global changes.
The study tried to get a fairly representative sample of the community, some social
groups were better represented than others. For example, of the twenty key informants, only one
was from the Amish community. Interviews with newer businesses and the long-term transplants
also tended to be longer than those who represented the long-standing businesses. Newer
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businesses and those directly involved in the revitalization tended to describe the process in more
detail, perhaps because of their first hand experience and knowledge of the events that took
place.
Although data had reached a "saturation point" towards the end, as data from key
informant interviews continued to reveal similar perceptions, there may be other businesses and
residents who have differing opinions and perceptions which have not been represented in the
report. While this is possible, by interviewing new and long-standing business owners and
residents from different social groups, the study tried to get a representative sample of the
community.
While case studies can be beneficial in understanding a topic from an in-depth holistic
perspective, the case study method has its limitations. Since case studies only represent one
"case" it can be hard to draw definite and direct cause-effect conclusions from this method. The
case study method has been criticized for leaving more room for personal biases since one
research is often responsible for gathering and analyzing the data.

Further Research
This study focused primarily on the how the community perceived the revitalization and
the role that social capital and the arts played in rebuilding the community there are undoubtedly
a number of variables that have contributed to the recent revitalization. One variable that this
study failed to take into account was the role that agriculture has played in the revitalization.
Millheim is home to the Pennsylvania Association for Sustainable Agriculture (PASA), the
Penns Valley Conservation Association, Ground Work Farms (a community supported
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agriculture program), and a farmer's market. The Penns Valley region is also home to
Pennsylvania Certified Organic (PCO), an organic certifying agency that provides services to ten
states around the East Coast. It would be interesting to see how this "buy fresh, buy local"
movement has contributed to the changes that have occurred.
It would also be valuable to complete further analysis on how the number of, and types of
businesses have changed over the years. Lastly, it would be beneficial to get more insight from
the Amish community on how they have been affected by the recent revitalization, since this
study only took into account the view of one Amish gentleman.
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In order to combat the negative effects of industrialization, urbanization, and
globalization on rural communities, it’s important to find successful and sustainable ways to
revitalize the local economies of small towns throughout America. As a rural small town that has
been able to bounce back from decline, Millheim is just one example of a community that
successfully rebuilt itself through embracing social capital and arts-based approaches. However,
it's important to keep in mind that Millheim is just one case study, and while data from the upclose and in-depth observations and interviews can provide insights onto real-world behavior and
meanings, the case study cannot be used to make sweeping generalizations about revitalization in
rural America.
However, by researching the changes that have occurred in Millheim, and documenting
them into a single report, this case study may benefit the town by providing them with a
compilation of community perceptions and economic trends of their current history. In addition
to this, the finalized report may be used to help the field of community and economic
development to assist in better understanding development trends and in creating future research
initiatives. Lastly, other rural communities may be able to benefit from this study through using
the information obtained as a way to provoke their own practices for successful and sustainable
development.
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Appendix
Key Informant Interview Questions
Community Make-Up
1. How long have you lived in East PV and/or had a business in Millheim?
2. What brought you and/or your business to the area? Why Millheim instead of other areas?
3. What changes have occurred in Millheim over the past several decades in terms of
demographics, culture, geography, the economy, etc.?
4. How would you describe the community of Millheim? How are you involved in the
community?
5. How would you define the different social groups that make up this community and how do
they interact? Are relationships relatively positive, why or why not?

The Revitalization
1. Do you agree that Millheim has experienced a revitalization?
If answer is the answer is yes:
2. How would you describe the term “revitalization” in the context of Millheim? What does this
term signify?
3. What percentage of the community would you say agrees that there has been a “revitalization”
or “development”? Is there any sector of the community that feels that there hasn’t been
development or disagrees with the type of development that has occurred?
4. When did the revitalization process start?
5. Who or what was the catalyst for this development and why were they able to encourage this
revitalization process?
6. Were there many people involved in these development initiatives or just a few?
7. What other positive effects have these changes had? What negative effects have these changes
had?
8. Why do you think Millheim was able to “revitalize” while other towns in rural PA have failed
to do so?
If the answer is "no":
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2. Have you heard the term "revitalization" being used in the context of Millheim? What does the
term "revitalization" signify to you?
3. What percentage of the community would say that there has no been a revitalization? What
percentage would say that there has been a revitalization?
4. In your opinion, what would need to occur in order for Millheim to experience a revitalization
in the future?
5. Why do you think Millheim has failed to revitalize? What are the current setbacks?
Arts-Based Development
1. How have arts and culture played a role in the development process? (Skip if they don't believe
there has been a "revitalization" or "development")
2. What types of arts are most prominent in Millheim?
3. How have arts and cultural events changed over time? What are some of the events that
happened in the past? Are they still occurring? How are they similar and/or different to the arts
and cultural events that are occurring now?
4. Has the arts and cultural scene expanded or contracted in the past several decades? What has
enabled or disabled this?
Looking Forward
1. How do you perceive the community will continue to develop in the future? Are there any
concerns going forward?
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